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Context
Grace is in a rather unique time in its almost 100-year history. The last three years have seen
dramatic swings in our school ministry as well as in worship attendance. The Holy Spirit is
clearly at work, and as a leadership team we felt called to spend time trying to discern where
God is leading us. As Grace approaches its 100th anniversary in 2019, it is time to evaluate
where we are as a ministry and what actions we need to be taking to fulfill His will for the next
phase of Grace.
Elders and Council independently began discussing and working on plans in late 2015. Some
progress was made, but it became clear that a more concerted effort needed to be made to
take a holistic view of Grace and formulate an action plan. A team was formed in early 2016
comprised of representation from Elders, Council, Members and Staff. They adapted and
utilized a Ten-Step Strategic Planning process that is rather common in industry. This document
reflects the results of that process.

Situational Overview
The 2015-2016 school year marked the highest enrollment ever for the combined Preschool
through Eighth Grade school. This comes on the heels of the lowest enrollment in over ten
years in 2014-2015. This dramatic and sudden change is a direct result of the decision to “adopt
and integrate” the faculty and families of Light and Life Christian School. This decision was not
taken lightly, and carried with it both benefits and risks. From a demographic perspective, the
school and faculty changed overnight. Our average age and tenure of staff dropped
dramatically. We suddenly moved from having around half of the school families as members of
Grace to less than a quarter. Almost a quarter to a third of our school families are “underchurched” or “un-churched.” Our teacher makeup shifted away from being predominantly
LCMS teachers who worship at Grace, to Christian teachers who are part of our ministry. Only 2
of 19 elementary teachers are called. The mix of the student population shifted from 5:1
Elementary to Preschool, to 2:1. This new mix bodes well for the school from a long term
sustainability perspective, but the sudden change has caused growing pains.
Our outreach activities as a Church are higher than we’ve seen in many years. We have a strong
and active Homeless Outreach program. Our Youth Programs are quite active through High
School, but do not extend effectively to college age students and young adults. Fellowship
activities on campus have been rejuvenated. For example, in the fall of 2015, the Harvest
Festival had attendance of well over 1000 people. While all these positive things are happening
with the ministry, our worship attendance in Corporate Worship is the lowest we’ve seen in
well over ten years. In the last three years, average weekend worship attendance has dropped
from around 350 to under 250. We have not been successful on getting all these families that
are connected to the ministry to join us in Corporate Worship. In addition, an unverified
perception that the changes in the school may impact Grace culture have caused some families
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to worship elsewhere. After three years of relatively stable plate and envelope revenue, 20152016 experienced a sudden drop in giving that had a significant impact on Grace’s reserves.

Process Overview
Taking a page from corporate America, the team has followed a ten-step planning process that
culminates in a First Year Plan. Ideally this process is revisited and updated annually, and the
actions are monitored and tracked throughout the year. The Ten Step Process is as follows:
1) Statement of Purpose
2) Establish Five-Year Objectives
3) Understand Customers
4) Understand Competition
5) Describe Necessary Products and Services
6) Plan to Develop Necessary Products and Services
7) Financial Analysis and Impact
8) Potential Problem Analysis
9) Define Internal and External Dependencies
10) Establish a Year-One Plan
The language of the process steps has a very business perspective, but the concepts were
adaptable to Grace. The following pages detail the results of the effort.
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Step 1: Statement of Purpose
A statement of purpose defines why a business or franchise exists. It provides context for
decisions when evaluating options and choices. It is different than a Mission or Vision
statements. Missions define something you wish to achieve, while Visions describe a desired
future state.
Grace had a pre-existing Purpose statement that was reviewed. While the essence of the
existing verbiage was strong, the team concluded that it had too passive of a voice. Consistent
with Matthew 28:19, the team added the words “go and” to the opening line. The final
language is:
We exist to go and make disciples who impact and influence our
culture with the amazing love and truth of Jesus Christ. Led by the Holy
Spirit we have no other foundation than that which is laid, which is
Jesus Christ (1 Corinthians 3:11) and are committed to not know
anything except Jesus Christ and Him crucified (1 Corinthians 2:2).
A key takeaway from this purpose statement is the call to action implied by the word “go”. We
believe that Grace is being called to become more relevant and active in our community and
beyond. We cannot wait for people to come to us, we must learn how to go to them in love and
kindness and share the Word.
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Step 2: Establish Five-Year Objectives
Objectives define specific measureable things an organization is trying to achieve. They answer
the question of What versus Who or How. Objectives fall within the context of a Mission
statement. The Mission statement provides an anchor point to tie the various objectives
together. Grace did some good work on Mission in 2013. This was reviewed and added to.
Consistent with the changes to Purpose, we added the concept of “share” to the Mission. The
statement is on the left, and key words and concepts are expanded on, on the right:

A key concept in the Mission is the idea that Grace is a Christian Church for everyone that
maintains a strong Lutheran distinctive.
The next components are multi-year objectives. Typically, there are 5-7 objectives that span 3-5
years are ideal. If there are too many objectives it is challenging to focus. Too few, leaves voids.
Too short a time horizon leads to frequent changes in direction. Too long, the objectives are
viewed as unachievable.
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As the team evaluated the Grace situation, the objectives fell into 7 categories. An eighth was
added to reflect a shorter term need that merits high visibility. The 7 categories can loosely be
categorized as: Outreach, School, Family Ministry, Young Adult Ministry, Latino Ministry, Team
Effectiveness, and Stewardship. The last objective was in the area of succession planning.
Specifically, we need to begin the search and call process for a new Senior Pastor, as well as
plan for the next Administrator.
Key themes in the other objectives include learning how to build connections to families and
transition those relationships into deeper commitment to Grace. A sustained effort focused on
connecting to young adults as they age out of our youth ministry. Leveraging our focus on
families as a means to build bridges to second and third generation Latino families. Collectively
learning as a Church body how to be better ambassadors for Christ.
One last key objective defines the need to critically look at our teaching of and our approach to
stewardship. As the face of worship evolves, so does the need for our approach to giving. Grace
is strong because of the independent identity of the Church and the School, combined with the
strong connections. Whenever one of those aspects becomes overly dependent on the other
financially, Grace tends to have issues. We cannot ignore the fact that Church giving declined
significantly.
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Step 3: Understand Customers
For a business, this steps includes customer research with an eye toward identifying groups of
customers with similar characteristics and needs. That process is called segmentation.
Segments allow you to be clear about who certain actions are aimed at, and equally important,
who they are not aimed at. While the concept of customers is not typically used in a church,
there is value in looking at our potential worshiping population through that lens. Grace did not
have the budget or time to truly invest in full customer research, so the team took an educated
stab at grouping the potential worshipping population.
To simplify discussions, we sorted the population using two axes: Walk of Life and Walk of
Faith. Walk of Life refers to what stage of life the individual or family is at. A family with young
children is different than one with HS kids which is different than an empty nester. While this
loosely correlates to age, it speaks more to what the shared interests and priorities are for an
individual. Walk of Faith refers to where the individual is at in the faith journey. For this axis we

used the language developed for the Grace membership model.

The various ovals represent segments or groups with relatively common characteristics. The
label inside refers to the relative size of the potential population that we could reach. There is
one segment in a dashed outline, that the team acknowledged existence of, but did not target
with any specific actions or strategies.
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As the team discussed the characteristics of the different segments the chart below,
summarizing some key characteristics, emerged. As time and budget permit, there is a large
opportunity to deepen our understanding of the differing needs of these segments.
Group

Green

Grey

Yellow

VL
3-13
Upbeat
Pop
Animated

M
14-18
Pop
Top 40

Energetic,
Activity
Driven
Games
Interactions
Concerts

Experience
Driven,
Fun
Concerts
Adventure
Lock-ins

L
18-25ish
Rap
Pop
Country
Contemp.
Experience
Driven,
Contemp.
Concerts
Dining
Experience

Location

Gym
Chapel

Youth Rom

Youth Room
House

Ethnicity

Mostly
Anglo,
Latino
Outreach
Sunday
School,
Face2Face
4

Mostly
Anglo,
Latino
Outreach
The Stand

Mostly
Anglo,
Latino
Outreach
House Study

Yes

Yes

No

Via Kids

Via Kids

Positive Safe
environment

Life Lessons,
Coping
Lessons

Support,
Faith Growth

Money
Time

Money
Time

Safe
Fun

Comfort
Hip
Tech
Social Media
Text

Comfort
Tech
Engaging
Social Media
Text
E-mail

Kid Friendly
Tech
Comfort
Text
E-mail
Social Media

Kid Friendly
Tech
Comfort
Text
E-mail
Social Media

Size
Age Range
Music Style

Worship Style

Activities

Small Group

Commitment
Level (1-10)
School
Relevance
Biggest Life
Need

Environment
Expectations
Communication
Preference
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Blue

Purple

Orange

L
20’s-40’s
Pop
Country
Contemp.

VL
20’s-40’s
Pop
Country
Contemp.

M
40’s-60’s
Classic Pop
Contemp.
Traditional

L
60+
Classic
Oldies
Traditional

Relational,
Engaging

Relational,
Engaging

Supportive,
Deeper

Deeper,
Fellowship

Kid-Driven
Professional
PNO
Faith Walk
House
Chapel

Kid-Driven
Professional
PNO

Dinner
Show
Trip

Breakfast
Bingo…

House
Chapel
School
Mixed,
Latino
Outreach

Chapel
House

Church

Mostly Anglo

Mostly Anglo

House, if any

Church Study
House Study

Church Study

2

8

9

Mostly
Anglo,
Latino
Outreach
House Study
(with
childcare)
6

Pink

No (maybe
earlier)
Saving for
college,
Planning for
Retirement
Classy
Relaxing
E-mail
Flyer
Text
Phone

Grandkids?
Fellowship

Classy
Proper
Accessible
Phone
Flyer
E-mail

Key takeaways from this step were the gap that currently exists in our efforts towards young
adults, and the huge opportunity represented by the families that are loosely connected to the
ministry via things like the school.
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Step 4: Understand Competition
In a business context, it is critical to understand about the alternatives to your product or
service. By understanding the competition, you can become clearer about what differentiates
your offering from others. In sales terms, “Why should I buy from you versus from the
alternative?” In the Church world, we tend to not think about competition other than Satan.
Spending some time in this area, does yield some insights. We often ask ourselves, why does
church A have 500 at worship, while church B has 50? Not every reason is doctrinal, and
learning about what others are doing well can help inform our ministry plan.
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Step 5: Describe Necessary Products and Services
Once you understand why you exist, what you are trying to achieve, who your potential
customers are, and who else is targeting them, you can begin to describe what you need in
terms of a portfolio of products or services. Key to this step is the need to think in terms of a
three to five-year horizon. This is where we start transitioning from research and understanding
to the formation of an actionable plan.
The team organized their thinking around the key objectives, and tried to spread out
components across the entire timeframe. The dates in the Timing column correlate to the items

listed in the Actions column.

Outreach: The theme of this objective is to institutionalize an Ambassador mentality
throughout Grace. We have many events and activities where we connect with all of our
segments. We need to be more purposeful in identifying what we want to happen via those
events and who the events are aimed at. Church and school leadership, as well as staff, have to
be actively engaged in reaching out to our potential members. Life Groups and Adventure
Groups are key elements of a thriving ministry.

School: We need to train our faculty on the Lutheran distinctive. The under-churched families
in the school are a tremendous opportunity for us to evangelize to. We need to maintain the
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tight linkage between church and school, and one key step is to insure that a significant
percentage of the faculty view Grace as their church home.

Family Ministry: Strong need for a clear leader who helps define a plan for the whole
ministry. The Family ministry effort is a huge opportunity to build a stronger bridge to our
Latino population.

Young Adult: Life Groups play a key role here as well. Central to this step is developing or
hiring younger leadership. The recent addition of Vicar David is a key step in this area. Over
time, we need to have a worship experience that appeals to this group, without sacrificing the
needs of the other segments.

Latino: This is about focus and building bridges. Having an individual who is focused
exclusively on Grace and is part of the planning teams is fundamental. Families are the key
target.

Team: More needs to be done to insure we are aligned as a leadership across all our activities.
We need to be living our values and create an environment where we are in open dialog about
issues. As we embark on actions like Life Groups, it is critical that we all have the same
interpretation.

Stewardship: We need a plan to address how giving works in a changing view of worship. If
small groups are a key component of our future, we need an economic model that works with
them.

Succession: With the Holy Spirit’s help, we would like to map out our future. That future
includes changes of key leadership within the planning horizon.

Step 6: Plan to Develop Necessary Products and Services
Once a roadmap has been created, the next step is addressing how we are going to achieve the
results. It is easy to create a list of things to do that far exceed our time, talent, and treasures.
This step includes evaluating staffing, training, and the physical plant.
As the team prayed about and discussed this step, the energy became primarily focused on
training and staffing. On the physical plant, the only two items that emerged of significance
within the 3 to 5-year timeframe were the need for improved signage on campus, and the
potential need for a satellite location to support us as a regional ministry.
There were a variety of opportunities for training identified. A clear action plan for delivering
the desired training needs to be established.
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Beyond training, there are some acknowledged gaps in our current skillset that would be best
served by changes in or additions to our staffing. The staffing approach needs to be taken up
by Senior Staff, Admin Council, and Elders.
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Step 7: Financial Impact Analysis
Once a solution plan is established, the plan needs to be evaluated for affordability and return.
For Grace, we focused on the income side of the equation.

The assumption is that worship attendance, and therefore church giving will return slower than
school revenue. This presents a challenge over time, as the Church becomes a smaller and
smaller percentage of the revenue. The analysis for 2016-2017, looks like this:
FY16-17 Analysis

School

Church

Total

Revenue

$ 2,565,118

$

843,823

$

3,408,941

Gross Expenses

$ 2,263,683

$ 1,085,734

$

3,349,417

Fixed Cost Adjust

$

$ (435,443)

$

Net Expenses

$ 2,699,126

$

650,291

$

3,349,417

Operating Loss/Gain

$

$

193,532

$

59,524

435,443

(134,008)

-

Church 40%, School 60%

What this shows, is that within the Unified Budget, the Church still supports the school at a
level of around $135K+, but over time that will decline, since church giving is projected to grow
slower than school revenue.
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On the church giving side it is important to understand the giving patterns of the congregation.
A full analysis of calendar years 2014 and 2015 is included in the appendix. Highlights of the
2015 analysis are the following:
 Nine (9) families accounted for 33% of the envelope giving, down from eleven (11)
families in 2014.
 One family accounted for over 12 % of the envelope giving.
 The top 32% of the giving families, accounted for 90% of the envelope giving.
 The median level of giving of all listed members was $661. It was $1151 for all members
who gave at least $1.
 Median giving represents 1.6% of median income in San Diego County.
 There were 84 families (or 25%) listed on our member roles who contributed zero ($0)
to the plate.
While this giving pattern is not unique to Grace, it is important to understand how reliant the
ministry is on the hearts of a few families. From a math perspective, the following statements
are true:
We have about 250 giving families as a base (243 in 2015). With 52 weeks
in the year, the following would be true:
Forgoing one $2 candy bar a week, would contribute enough to pay for new
signage including a new electronic sign. ($26,000)
Forgoing one Starbucks Latte at $4 a week, would contribute enough to pay
for another teacher or outfit 10 classrooms with new smart boards.
($52,000)
Forgoing one fast food lunch at $6 a week would pay for a new assistant
pastor to help with outreach or pay to have the campus painted. ($78,000)
Forgoing one dinner out at $10 a week would pay for repaving the entire
campus or renovating the pipe organ in the sanctuary. ($104,000)
If the 84 member families who currently do not give, gave at the current
giving median level, that equates to about $100,000.
If giving were at a 3% median instead of the current 1.6%, we'd have
enough to pay off the new Solar Array or start construction on the next two
story school building. (Kind of a long shot, but God is good)

Step 8: Potential Problem Analysis
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This step takes a look at what could interfere with the plan. The idea is to identify possible
problems and think through contingencies before they happen. There are quotes from two
famous generals that apply:
“No battle plan ever survives contact with the enemy.” ~ Helmuth von Motke
“…Therefore it is the planning rather than the plan that matters.” ~ Dwight D. Eisenhower
For Grace, we identified some macro issues for which we have no contingencies. These include
things like legislative changes that impact our non-profit status, freedom of speech, and
content of our curriculum. While scary, they seem outside the purview of this team and are
better left in God’s hands at the moment.
There was an exercise that attempted to identify the top risks by objective. Remember, that
these are potential problems, not actual ones.

The colored sentences highlight what are considered to be the top risks, as in the most likely to
cause us issues. The largest of these is the idea that the Life Group concept does not take hold
in the way we’d like it to. The other key themes have to do with engagement of the
congregation, quantity and effectiveness of volunteer leadership, and lack of commitment to
stewardship.

Step 9: Define Internal and External Dependencies
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Most tasks involve partners, and rely on things from others either inside the company or
outside. In larger franchises this tends to be a significant concern. For Grace, the team did not
identify any additional dependencies that would limit our ability to achieve our plans. The
discussion centered more on the risks as define in Step 8.

Step 10: Establish a Year-One Plan
The first nine steps of this process focus on the three to five-year horizon. In the final step, the
emphasis is shifted to the next twelve months. This step helps establish achievable goals for the
organization over the short-term that put us on the path to achieve the longer term goals. It
ultimately establishes goals for teams and individuals that can be tracked and measured over
the next 12-18 months.
The team took the approach of reviewing Step 5, and filtering out the key items that should be
worked on over the next year. For each area, one of the Leadership Teams was assigned as
oversight, including a key sponsor. In addition, the Accountable Leader of the objective was
identified. More work is now needed by the Leadership teams to finish the Year One plan.
Names need to be validated, timing needs to be established, and measures of success need to
be clarified. There is an axiom in business the “what gets measured gets done.” Grace would be
wise to apply that concept here.

Outreach:
▪

▪

Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Scott Elder: Kevin A: Pastor Scott
▪ Continuation and expansion of outreach to the “Community” with the objective
of expanding Grace’s impact and bringing the word to people who would not
receive it other ways.
Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Scott Elder: Matt A: Matt
▪ Utilize Life Groups as Outreach to the Under-churched crowd. Specific focus on
school families and others who are aware of Grace. Goal of expanding
relationship and leading them towards becoming Committed.

School:
▪

▪

16

Oversight: Senior Staff Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Senior Staff: Pastor Jim A: Ben
▪ Expand and sustain faculty training on core Grace values and Lutheran doctrine.
Insure that we, as a staff, are living our values and holding each other
accountable. Inclusive of both Preschool and Elementary.
Oversight: Senior Staff Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Senior Staff: Phil A: Ben
▪ Increase Grace membership percentage of faculty by both replacement of
attrition and encouragement of faculty to join a faith walk with Grace.
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Family Ministry:
▪

Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Vicar David Elder: Mark A: Vicar David
▪ Define a leader and establish an annual calendar for events and activities with
the objective of encouraging the Crowd to become Committed.

Young Adult Ministry:
▪

▪

Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Scott Elder: TBD A: Vicar David
▪ Establish a younger leader with the objective of reaching the young adult
demographic. (DONE: David Sargenti on staff as of 6/1/16)
Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Scott Elder: Matt A: Matt
▪ Startup Life Groups and Bible Study groups targeting young adults.

Latino Ministry:
▪

▪

Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Elder: John A: Vicar David
▪ Name a Grace leader focused on second and third generation Latino families.
Work to build relationships and bridges to further integrate this demographic
into all of the Grace ministries.
Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Elder: John A: Pastor Sam
▪ Sustain a Spanish language service with primary focus of first generation
families.

Team Effectiveness:
▪

▪

▪

Oversight: Senior Staff Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Council: Ron A: Phil
▪ Invest in the development and training of our staff. Grow skills and devel0p
deeper working relationships
Oversight: Elders Pastoral Lead: Pastor Scott Elder: Matt A: Matt
▪ Broadly communicate and train on the Life Group model in order to build
advocacy among leadership. Grow participation in Life Groups within staff and
ministry leadership.
Oversight: Admin Council Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Council: Ron A: Ben
▪ Expand and sustain training on core Grace values and Lutheran doctrine beyond
staff to include Ministry leaders and volunteers. Insure that we, as Grace, are
living our values and holding each other accountable.

Stewardship:
▪

▪

Oversight: Admin Council Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Council: Pat A: Ron
▪ Instill a Stewardship mindset within the Life Group model. Create a model that
enables Life Groups/Small Groups to support the greater Grace Ministry
Oversight: Admin Council Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Council: Ron A: Pat
▪ Define and sustain a consistent and clear message about the biblical basis of
stewardship. Educate and train on the values and benefits of living a life of
generous giving.

Succession Planning:
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▪
▪

Oversight: Elders Elder: Kevin A: Kevin
▪ Establish a Call Team for the next Senior Pastor.
Oversight: Admin Council Pastoral Lead: Pastor Jim Council: Ron A: Pastor Jim
▪ Establish a succession plan for the Administrator role.

Step 11: Communication and Support
While not listed as one of the Ten-Steps, the need to broadly communicate and garner support
for the action plan is critical. The make-up of Grace is complex, and the challenges facing us are
significant. Grace will thrive if we can come together as one body.
12

For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the
body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 13 For in one Spirit we
were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slave or free—and all were
made to drink of one Spirit.
14

For the body does not consist of one member but of many. 15 If the foot should
say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” that would not
make it any less a part of the body. 16 And if the ear should say, “Because I am
not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make it any less a part
of the body. 17 If the whole body were an eye, where would be the sense of
hearing? If the whole body were an ear, where would be the sense of smell?
18
But as it is, God arranged the members in the body, each one of them, as he
chose. 19 If all were a single member, where would the body be? 20 As it is, there
are many part, yet one body.
21

The eye cannot say to the hand, “I have no need of you,” nor again the head
to the feet, “I have no need of you.” 22 On the contrary, the parts of the body
that seem to be weaker are indispensable, 23 and on those parts of the body that
we think less honorable we bestow the greater honor, and our unpresentable
parts are treated with greater modesty, 24 which our more presentable parts do
not require. But God has so composed the body, giving greater honor to the
part that lacked it, 25 that there may be no division in the body, but that the
members may have the same care for one another. 26 If one member suffers, all
suffer together; if one member is honored, all rejoice together.
27

Now you are the body of Christ and individually members of it.

1 Corinthians 12:12-27
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Appendix A: Affirming our Foundational Truths
1. We are committed to building our lives and ministry upon the life and ministry of Jesus Christ (Luke
6:46-49).
2. We are a worshipping community, committed to joining one another in corporate worship on a
regular basis (Hebrews 10:19-25).
3. We embrace our variety of gifts (1 Corinthians 12:1-11) and celebrate the uniqueness and unity of
our spiritual family (1 Corinthians 12:12-31).
4. We are committed to speaking words that encourage and build up one another (Ephesians 4:29-32;
Galatians 6:1-10).
5. We are committed to dealing with issues one on one (Matthew 18).
6. We are committed to learning to be servant-leaders (Philippians 2:5-11).
7. We take personal responsibility for challenges and issues that come our way (Matthew 7:1-6; 7:20).

Appendix B: Our Core Values
Authority – We believe God’s Word to be our infallible authority. In order to accomplish our mission,
we must adhere to the principles and practices revealed in God’s inspired Word (Psalm
119:14-16).

Integrity – In all our dealings, we will follow the highest ethical standards to ensure our stewardship
of the resources entrusted to us. We are responsible before God, one another and all
people for our programs, relationships, personal lifestyles and expenditures of time and
money (Psalm 41:12).

Prayer – Our very existence depends upon the will of God. Prayer demonstrates our dependence on
and submission to God and His plan for our lives and ministry (Jeremiah 33:3).

Excellence – We must work to do God’s will, by His power, with all our heart doing everything in a
way that brings glory and honor to Him (Proverbs 22:29).

Relationship

– We strive to serve and love one another, believing that mutual interdependence,
respect and the combining of our gifts are essential to the fulfillment of our mission.
(Philippians 2:3).

Obedience

– Obedience to the Word and will of God is a prerequisite for the success of any Godhonoring life and mission. As a result, we expect obedience to God and view it as a
fundamental component to fulfilling the mission of making disciples of Jesus (John 14:15).

Creativity – To create is to make something new from something old. Because the gospel is the best
news that anyone could ever receive, we refuse to present it as dull or boring. We
accurately translate and publish the Bible’s inherent vibrancy and color with presentations
that are attractive, fresh, intriguing, relevant and compelling (Ephesians 3:8-9).

Faithfulness

– Faithful in daily devotions and daily prayer; faithful in weekly corporate worship;
faithful in pursuing spiritual maturity through Bible Study; faithful in sharing Jesus with our
world; faithful in putting our faith into action; faithful in serving Jesus Christ and faithful in
consistent, sacrificial giving (Psalm 119).
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Date
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0.0
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0.1
Fixed readability of tables and corrected typos
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0.2
Updated owners and corrected some wording. Added Appendices
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